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Introduction

The mobile version of the classic Pool game is so real, it is
sure to improve your playing skills. It has all the angles and
shots of the real game, plus a strike angle with the cue for
realistic control. Good balance is important in any sport and
Pool is no exception. If you are solid on the shot then you will
be able to pot with more consistency. This game provides the
user with option to adjust strike force and strike angles for
playing the game. Pool is a game that requires skill, a keen
eye and a steady arm. So get your skills sharpened through
Pool Shark to sink those balls accurately.

Name: Pool Shark
Genre: Sports
Gaming Mode: Single Player
Version: 1.0
Gaming Platform: Java
(J2ME)
Target Group: All kind of
gamers
Device(s) Supported by
Game:
Phone
Model
Nokia 60
Series/N-gage
Nokia 40
Series
Siemens
CX65
Siemens S65
Siemens M65
Siemens C65
Siemens SL65

Version
Version 1.0
Version 1.0
Version 1.0
Version 1.0
Version 1.0
Version 1.0
Version 1.0

Game Description

The aim of the game is to pot the 15 solid balls, racked up on
the table within a slotted time. The game comprises of 2
Levels: Novice mode and Tournament mode. Novice mode
allows the player to practice playing before entering the
Tournament mode.
In the tournament mode the user can select between being a
ball banger or a shark. The ball banger in the tournament
mode will be provided with guides as in the Novice mode while
making shots. In the Shark level, in order to win a tournament,
the player has to successfully complete 5 racks. With each
successful round the challenge gets harder when 30 seconds
is dropped from the total time!
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A research expedition to the Arctic finds itself under siege by
alien invaders and sends out for help. The alien attack is led
by a main alien ship and it’s subsidiary satellite ships. You
have been assigned to get essential ammunition into the base
camp, using which the aliens can be destroyed. However to
get to the base camp at the heart of the Arctic you will have to
brave icy and mountainous terrain and direct attacks by the
satellite ships. Along the way, specially reinforced igloos
previously built by the expedition team, provide temporary
shelter from alien attack and allow you to fill up on ammunition
and fuel for the snowmobile.

Name: Arctic Rescue
Genre: Adventure
Gaming Mode: Single Player
Version: 4.0
Gaming Platform: Java
(J2ME)
Target Group: All kind of
gamers
Device(s) Supported by
Game:
Phone
Model
Nokia 60
Series/N-gage
Nokia 40
Series
Siemens
CX65
Siemens S65
Siemens M65
Siemens C65
Siemens SL65

Version
Version 4.0
Version 4.0
Version 4.0
Version 4.0
Version 4.0
Version 2.0
Version 4.0

Game Description

This game offers gamers and adventure seekers an action
packed experience captured in well-detailed and realistic
graphics. Use the horizontal and vertical firing capabilities of
the snow mobile to get the better of the aliens. Manoeuvring
the snow mobile over treacherous terrain and also to dodge
alien fire will require lots of skill. Watch out for the Redeemer,
the most deadly of the satellite alien ships. Not only is it more
difficult to destroy, it’s fire is powerful enough to create
dangerous craters in the terrain. You need 5 rounds of fire to
destroy the Redeemer ship. So, do look out for those craters
on the way!
You occasionally get a brief respite in a level when the main
alien ship recalls the satellite ships for reenergizing. With
exciting levels to come, enjoy countless hours of fun with this
great game loaded on your mobile
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The island of Kiki has been taken over by an evil army.
Rescue forces are sending in paratroopers as part of their
mission to rescue the island. The brave islanders of Kiki use
their little boats in helping the paratroopers land safely on the
island. As a patriotic islander of Kiki, you will have to play your
part in saving your island. The paratroopers are dropped along
the island's shoreline by fast moving helicopters.

Name: Rescuer
Genre: Action
Gaming Mode: Single Player
Version: 2.0.1
Gaming Platform: Java
(J2ME)
Target Group: All kind of
gamers
Device(s) Supported by
Game:
Phone
Model
Nokia 60
Series/N-gage
Nokia 40
Series
Siemens CX65
Siemens S65
Siemens M65
Siemens C65
Siemens SL65

Version
Version 2.0
Version 2.0
Version 2.0.1
Version 2.0.1
Version 2.0.1
Version 2.0.1
Version 2.0.1

Game Description

You will have to use your boat to help in helping the
paratroopers land safely. Every paratrooper that ends up in the
shark-infested waters is as good as lost.
If that wasn’t bad enough, you also have to avoid the heavy
artillery from the fighter planes of the evil invaders, who are
doing their best to ensure the failure of the paratrooper landings.
If you get blown to smithereens by a missile or if you lose more
than five paratroopers, you are considered to have failed in your
mission. So gather your wits and look sharp, you have an
important cause to fight and win.
Rescuers is a fun, pick-up and play type, action game with
simple to use controls and high quality graphics, outstanding
performance.
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Want to clown around for a while? Get your hands on this
game. Circus Act is a unique mind game that could keep your
hands twiddling for a while. This fun game kicks off in a circus
ring where we meet two happy-go-lucky clowns helping
trapeze artists perform their acts. The trapeze artists are
attempting to perform somersaults starting off from one end of
the ring. At the same time the two clowns make their way
around the ring with a trampoline, helping the artists achieve
their feat. The clowns should try to balance the trapeze artists
on the trampoline while they perform from one swing to the
next one. Now you will have to help these fellows get all the
artists safely across the ring. Each artist safely brought across
to the next swing accounts for a score point.

Name: Circus Act
Genre: Action
Gaming Mode: Single Player
Version: 2.0.1
Release Date:
Gaming Platform: Java
(J2ME)
Target Group: All kind of
gamers
Device(s) Supported by
Game:
Phone
Model
Nokia 60
Series/N-gage
Nokia 40
Series
Siemens
CX65
Siemens S65
Siemens M65
Siemens C65
Siemens SL65

Version
Version 2.0
Version 2.0
Version 2.0.1
Version 2.0.1
Version 2.0.1
Version 2.0.1
Version 2.0.1

Game Description

Circus Act is an easy to understand, simple to control and quick
to learn fun game engaging you in a near perfect circus
atmosphere of fun and frolic.
The game can be played in different levels of varying intensity.
The game starts off by trapeze artists coming in one by one from
swing on the left end. Take care that the artists do not fall
elsewhere because ten misses will call for the end of the game.
Your aim should be to deliver maximum number of artists
across the ring. As the levels progress the speed of entry of the
artists increases .You will have to play intelligent moves and try
balancing multiple artists on the trampoline.
A unique game designed for players of any age group.
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Introduction
Jump and Flip is a challenging and fun skill game where you
have a frog in a pond filled with leaves. In this exciting game
the player’s aim should be to transform all leaves in the pond
into lilies.
The goal lies in transforming the pond filled with leaves into a
beautiful pond filled with lilies in the minimum number of
moves. Jump and Flip calls for a good deal of brainstorming
and can be played in four exciting levels.

Name: Jump and Flip
Genre: Fun
Gaming Mode: Single Player
Version: 3.0
Gaming Platform: Java
(J2ME)
Target Group: All kind of
gamers
Device(s) Supported by
Game:
Phone
Model
Nokia 60
Series/N-gage
Nokia 40
Series
Siemens
CX65
Siemens S65
Siemens M65
Siemens C65
Siemens SL65

Version
Version3.0
Version 3.0
Version 3.0
Version 3.0
Version 3.0
Version 3.0
Version 3.0

Game Description
Whenever the frog leaps over an adjacent leaf or over a
straight sequence of leaves the respective leaves transform
into lilies. The frog can jump in any direction, even diagonally.
Remember that the frog cannot jump to an next lying adjacent
leaf from a point but can only jump over a leaf or leaves to
reach a destination.
However when the frog jumps over lilies they transform back
to leaves. So place your moves wisely to finally get a pond full
of lilies. Possible moves, the frog can make from a point, are
indicated by some helpful butterflies fluttering over the pond.
The game ends when the player succeeds in flipping all leaves
into lilies in the minimum number of jumps.
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Eve has lost her way in the wilderness and has to get back to
a lonely Adam. However her way back home is fraught with
confusing and treacherous terrain and she has to perform
intelligent moves in order to get back to Adam. Help Eve ( )
perform intelligent moves in her attempt to get back to Adam
( ). In her endeavour, Eve has to pluck every single apple in
her way. Floating clouds ( ) and logs ( ) are at her disposal
to help her navigate the terrain.

Name: Adams Apple
Genre: Adventure
Gaming Mode: Single Player
Version: 3.0
Gaming Platform: Java
(J2ME)
Target Group: All kind of
gamers
Device(s) Supported by
Game:
Phone
Model
Nokia 60
Series/N-gage
Nokia 40
Series
Siemens
CX65
Siemens S65
Siemens M65
Siemens C65
Siemens SL65

Version
Version 3.0

Game Description

For climbing up and down, she can make use of a vine ( ).
Every apple ( ) plucked by Eve will enhance your score. This
exciting game can be played in four levels - the advanced
levels being more complex and more challenging.
To win the game, all the apples in Eve’s path have to be
plucked. With all your skills try getting all apples to help Eve
find her way back home.

Version 3.0
Version 3.0
Version 2.0
Version 2.0
Version 3.0
Version 3.0
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“One little, two little, three little antsies…(GULP)…four little,
five little, six little antsies…!!” That was Arvin’s favourite song
while he decided which ant he’d gulp down…the ants on the
other hand went about their business! In fact, Arvin spent the
entire summer doing just this! And now…
…Winter is just around the corner! What a price Arvin will
have to pay for the summer he wasted! The half crazed
armadillo needs to collect his winter stash and fast! In Arvin’s
panic stricken condition he’s not inclined to notice where he’s
going until he hits something “Oops, excuse me!”

Name: Arvin The Armadillo
Genre: Puzzle
Gaming Mode: Single Player
Version: 1.0
Gaming Platform: Java
(J2ME)
Target Group: All kind of
gamers
Device(s) Supported by
Game:
Phone
Model
Nokia 60
Series/N-gage
Nokia 40
Series

Version
Version 1.0
Version 1.0

Game Description

Arvin has gardens and gardens to go through – collect all the
food he can find or when the cold northerly winds starts to
blow he’s going to be crying of a bellyache when he finds
nothing to eat! The fertile fields are right now quite abundant
with worms, strawberries, mushrooms, grapes, etc. If he
doesn’t get himself trapped in a corner he can collect all the
eatables and then pass onto the next garden…But he better
watch out! In his current half crazed state he tends to roll all
the way till he hits a block. Watch out especially for the snails
for if he knocks into one of those – he’s just too dizzy to go on!

Coming soon on
Siemens CX65
Siemens S65
Siemens M65
Siemens C65
Siemens SL65
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Name: Space Battle
Genre: Arcade
Gaming Mode: Single Player
Version: 1.0
Gaming Platform: Java
(J2ME)
Target Group: All kind of
gamers
Device(s) Supported by
Game:
Phone
Model
Nokia 60
Series/N-gage
Nokia 40
Series
Coming soon on
Siemens CX65
Siemens S65
Siemens M65
Siemens C65
Siemens SL65

Version
Version 1.0
Version 1.0

The government has interceded an alien communication,
“Operation to invade and enslave all humans is underway.
Stage one is to produce an army big enough to overpower
every single human!”
Alien invasion! The government hated to do it but there was
no other way – “Call Jack Stern!” Jack Stern makes no
apologies for being a mercenary. But this time are the stakes
too high? The government can assist Jack on board the ship
but after that he was on his own and every human on earth
would be in his debt!
He doesn’t really care about that – “Just give me my money! I
ain’t no hero!”
The government did it’s part – got Jack on board…he needs to
destroy the alien producing machines – but there are
indescribable dangers around every corner. He could find
himself swamped with unimaginably horrible aliens if he
doesn’t get to the machines on time.

Game Description
The government was able to provide Jack with some
satellite pictures. This gives him a general idea of what he
can expect. Bombs must be collected and detonated in
front of the alien production units. Energy packs must also
be collected. These are mandatory to the mission.
There are dangers all over the place – robotic sentinels;
overhead firing incinerators; alien balls of green fire that
will turn any human that comes in contact with it into
‘shish-ka-bob’. Timing is crucial, if Jack doesn’t hurry he’s
going to be swamped by aliens that are under serious
production!
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